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How Like a Leaf Mar 14 2021 The author of four seminal works on science and culture, Donna
Haraway here speaks for the first time in a direct and non-academic voice. How Like a Leaf will
be a welcome inside view of the author's thought.
Weigh Them All! Apr 02 2020 The three neutrinos are ghostly elementary particles that exist all
across the Universe. Though every second billions of them fly through us, they are extremely
hard to detect. We used to think they had no mass, but recently discovered that in fact they
have a tiny mass. The quest for the neutrino mass scale and mass ordering (specifying how the
three masses are distributed) is an extremely exciting one, and will open the door towards new
physics operating at energy scales we can only ever dream of reaching on Earth. This thesis
explores the use of measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Background (the oldest light
reaching us, a snapshot of the infant Universe) and maps of millions of galaxies to go after the
neutrino mass scale and mass ordering. Neutrinos might teach us something about the
mysterious dark energy powering the accelerated expansion of the Universe, or about cosmic

inflation, which seeded the initial conditions for the Universe. Though extremely baffling,
neutrinos are also an exceptionally exciting area of research, and cosmological observations
promise to reveal a great deal about these elusive particles in the coming years.
Pediatric Palliative Care Sep 27 2019 'Pediatric Palliative Care', the fourth volume in the 'HPNA
Palliative Nursing Manuals' series, addresses paediatric hospice, symptom management,
paediatric pain, the neonatal intensive care unit, transitioning goals of care between the
emergency department and intensive care unit, and grief and bereavement in paediatric
palliative care.
An Introduction to Particle Physics and the Standard Model Dec 31 2019 An Introduction to the
Standard Model of Particle Physics familiarizes readers with what is considered tested and
accepted and in so doing, gives them a grounding in particle physics in general. Whenever
possible, Dr. Mann takes an historical approach showing how the model is linked to the physics
that most of us have learned in less challenging areas. Dr. Mann reviews special relativity and
classical mechanics, symmetries, conservation laws, and particle classification; then working
from the tested paradigm of the model itself, he: Describes the Standard Model in terms of its
electromagnetic, strong, and weak components Explores the experimental tools and methods
of particle physics Introduces Feynman diagrams, wave equations, and gauge invariance,
building up to the theory of Quantum Electrodynamics Describes the theories of the Strong
and Electroweak interactions Uncovers frontier areas and explores what might lie beyond our
current concepts of the subatomic world Those who work through the material will develop a
solid command of the basics of particle physics. The book does require a knowledge of special
relativity, quantum mechanics, and electromagnetism, but most importantly it requires a
hunger to understand at the most fundamental level: why things exist and how it is that
anything happens. This book will prepare students and others for further study, but most
importantly it will prepare them to open their minds to the mysteries that lie ahead. Ultimately,
the Large Hadron Collider may prove the model correct, helping so many realize their greatest
dreams ... or it might poke holes in the model, leaving us to wonder an even more exciting
possibility: that the answers lie in possibilities so unique that we have not even dreamt of them.
Nature's Blueprint Aug 26 2019 An accessible introduction to the physics theory about
supersymmetry explains its potential for resolving key gaps in particle physics and rendering
the universe more predictable, in a guide for lay readers that explains basic tenets in a
comprehensive and lighthearted style. 20,000 first printing.
Einstein's Telescope: The Hunt for Dark Matter and Dark Energy in the Universe Feb 22 2022
“Splendidly satisfying reading, designed for a nonspecialist audience.”—Kirkus Reviews,
starred review Evalyn Gates, a talented astrophysicist, transports readers to the edge of
contemporary science to explore the revolutionary tool—”Einstein’s telescope”—that is
unlocking the secrets of the Universe. Einstein’s telescope, or gravitational lensing, is so-called
for the way gravity causes space to distort and allow massive objects to act like “lenses,”
amplifying and distorting the images of objects behind them. By allowing for the detection of
mass where no light is found, scientists can map out the distribution of dark matter and come a
step closer to teasing out the effects of dark energy on the Universe—which may forever
upend long-held notions about where the Universe came from and where it is going.
A Big Bang in a Little Room Mar 26 2022 An award-winning science writer takes us into the lab
to answer some of life's biggest questions: How was the universe created? And could we
create our own? What if you could become God, with the ability to build a whole new universe?
As startling as it sounds, modern physics suggests that within the next two decades, scientists
may be able to perform this seemingly divine feat-to concoct an entirely new baby universe,
complete with its own physical laws, star systems, galaxies, and even intelligent life. A Big
Bang in a Little Room takes the reader on a journey through the history of cosmology and
unravels-particle by particle, theory by theory, and experiment by experiment-the ideas behind

this provocative claim made by some of the most respected physicists alive today. Beyond
simply explaining the science, A Big Bang in a Little Room also tells the story of the people
who have been laboring for more than thirty years to make this seemingly impossible dream a
reality. What has driven them to continue on what would seem, at first glance, to be a quixotic
quest? This mind-boggling book reveals that we can nurse other worlds in the tiny confines of
a lab, raising a daunting prospect: Was our universe, too, brought into existence by a daring
creator?
The Cosmic Revolutionary's Handbook May 16 2021 Presents the observations that helped
establish our theories of the cosmos, from a unique and engaging perspective.
Suicide in Asia and the Near East Nov 21 2021 This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived
program, which commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist
dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once
again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1983.
Pathways to Discovery in Astronomy and Astrophysics for the 2020s Jun 24 2019 The steering
committee was specifically asked to (1) provide an overview of the current state of astronomy
and astrophysics science, and technology research in support of that science, with
connections to other scientific areas where appropriate; (2) identify the most compelling
science challenges and frontiers in astronomy and astrophysics, which shall motivate the
committee’s strategy for the future; (3) develop a comprehensive research strategy to advance
the frontiers of astronomy and astrophysics for the period 2022-2032 that will include
identifying, recommending, and ranking the highest-priority research activities; (4) utilize and
recommend decision rules, where appropriate, that can accommodate significant but
reasonable deviations in the projected budget or changes in urgency precipitated by new
discoveries or unanticipated competitive activities; (5) assess the state of the profession,
including workforce and demographic issues in the field, identify areas of concern and
importance to the community, and where possible, provide specific, actionable, and practical
recommendations to the agencies and community to address these areas. This report
proposes a broad, integrated plan for space- and ground-based astronomy and astrophysics
for the decade 2023-2032. It also lays the foundations for further advances in the following
decade.
Dark Cosmos Jul 30 2022 The twentieth century was astonishing in all regards, shaking the
foundations of practically every aspect of human life and thought, physics not least of all.
Beginning with the publication of Albert Einstein's theory of relativity, through the wild
revolution of quantum mechanics, and up until the physics of the modern day (including the
astonishing revelation, in 1998, that the Universe is not only expanding, but doing so at an everquickening pace), much of what physicists have seen in our Universe suggests that much of
our Universe is unseen—that we live in a dark cosmos. Everyone knows that there are things
no one can see—the air you're breathing, for example, or, to be more exotic, a black hole. But
what everyone does not know is that what we can see—a book, a cat, or our planet—makes up
only 5 percent of the Universe. The rest—fully 95 percent—is totally invisible to us; its presence
discernible only by the weak effects it has on visible matter around it. This invisible stuff
comes in two varieties—dark matter and dark energy. One holds the Universe together, while
the other tears it apart. What these forces really are has been a mystery for as long as anyone
has suspected they were there, but the latest discoveries of experimental physics have
brought us closer to that knowledge. Particle physicist Dan Hooper takes his readers, with wit,
grace, and a keen knack for explaining the toughest ideas science has to offer, on a quest few
would have ever expected: to discover what makes up our dark cosmos.
Saving Winslow Sep 07 2020 Indie Next List Pick · ALA Notable Children’s Book · Texas
Bluebonnet Award Winner “A winning tale of love.” —Kirkus (starred review) Perfect for fans of

Charlotte’s Web and The One and Only Ivan, Saving Winslow is an uplifting modern classic in
the making about a young boy who befriends an ailing newborn donkey and nurses him back
to health, from New York Times bestseller and Newbery Medal winner Sharon Creech. Louie
doesn't have the best luck when it comes to nurturing small creatures. So when his father
brings home a sickly newborn mini donkey, he's determined to save him. He names him
Winslow. Taking care of him helps Louie feel closer to his brother, Gus, who is far, far away in
the army. Everyone worries that Winslow won't survive, especially Louie’s quirky new friend,
Nora, who has experienced loss of her own. But as Louie's bond with Winslow grows,
surprising and life-altering events prove that this fragile donkey is stronger than anyone could
have imagined. Written in the spirit of Creech favorites Moo and Love That Dog, this standout
tale about love and friendship and letting go will tug at the heartstrings. “This heartwarming
story is sure to be a hit with fans of E. B. White’s Charlotte’s Web and Kate DiCamillo’s Because
of Winn-Dixie.” —School Library Journal (starred review) “Creech packs a tremendous amount
of emotion between the lines of her understated prose. Animal lovers in particular will relish
Louie’s hard-won triumphs and find joy in Winslow’s strength.” —Publishers Weekly (starred
review) “Woven into this narrative is a convincing portrayal of human growth and
blossoming—the story is told simply but subtly, celebrating the unexpected strength of the
vulnerable.” —Horn Book (starred review)
An Einstein Encyclopedia Jun 04 2020 The complete guide to everything you ever wanted to
know about Einstein This is the single most complete guide to Albert Einstein's life and work
for students, researchers, and browsers alike. Written by three leading Einstein scholars who
draw on their combined wealth of expertise gained during their work on the Collected Papers
of Albert Einstein, this authoritative and accessible reference features more than one hundred
entries and is divided into three parts covering the personal, scientific, and public spheres of
Einstein’s life. An Einstein Encyclopedia contains entries on Einstein’s birth and death, family
and romantic relationships, honors and awards, educational institutions where he studied and
worked, citizenships and immigration to America, hobbies and travels, plus the people he
befriended and the history of his archives and the Einstein Papers Project. Entries on
Einstein’s scientific theories provide useful background and context, along with details about
his assistants, collaborators, and rivals, as well as physics concepts related to his work.
Coverage of Einstein’s role in public life includes entries on his Jewish identity, humanitarian
and civil rights involvements, political and educational philosophies, religion, and more.
Commemorating the hundredth anniversary of the theory of general relativity, An Einstein
Encyclopedia also includes a chronology of Einstein’s life and appendixes that provide
information for further reading and research, including an annotated list of a selection of
Einstein’s publications and a review of selected books about Einstein. More than 100 entries
cover the rich details of Einstein’s personal, professional, and public life Authoritative entries
explain Einstein’s family relationships, scientific achievements, political activities, religious
views, and more More than 40 illustrations include photos of Einstein and his circle plus
archival materials A chronology of Einstein’s life, appendixes, and suggestions for further
reading provide essential details for further research
13 Things That Don't Make Sense Feb 10 2021 Science starts to get interesting when things
don't make sense. Even today there are experimental results that the most brilliant scientists
can neither explain nor dismiss. In the past, similar anomalies have revolutionised our world: in
the sixteenth century, a set of celestial irregularities led Copernicus to realise that the Earth
goes around the sun and not the reverse. In 13 Things That Don't Make Sense Michael Brooks
meets thirteen modern-day anomalies that may become tomorrow's breakthroughs. Is ninety
six percent of the universe missing? If no study has ever been able to definitively show that the
placebo effect works, why has it become a pillar of medical science? Was the 1977 signal from
outer space a transmission from an alien civilization? Spanning fields from chemistry to

cosmology, psychology to physics, Michael Brooks thrillingly captures the excitement and
controversy of the scientific unknown.
The Lazy Universe Oct 01 2022 This is a rare book on a rare topic: it is about 'action' and the
Principle of Least Action. A surprisingly well-kept secret, these ideas are at the heart of
physical science and engineering. Physics is well known as being concerned with grand
conservatory principles (e.g. the conservation of energy) but equally important is the
optimization principle (such as getting somewhere in the shortest time or with the least
resistance). The book explains: why an optimization principle underlies physics, what action is,
what `the Hamiltonian' is, and how new insights into energy, space, and time arise. It assumes
some background in the physical sciences, at the level of undergraduate science, but it is not a
textbook. The requisite derivations and worked examples are given but may be skim-read if
desired. The author draws from Cornelius Lanczos's book "The Variational Principles of
Mechanics" (1949 and 1970). Lanczos was a brilliant mathematician and educator, but his book
was for a postgraduate audience. The present book is no mere copy with the difficult bits left
out - it is original, and a popularization. It aims to explain ideas rather than achieve technical
competence, and to show how Least Action leads into the whole of physics.
Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime Jun 28 2022 Quantum field theory in curved
spacetime has been remarkably fruitful. It can be used to explain how the large-scale structure
of the universe and the anisotropies of the cosmic background radiation that we observe today
first arose. Similarly, it provides a deep connection between general relativity,
thermodynamics, and quantum field theory. This book develops quantum field theory in curved
spacetime in a pedagogical style, suitable for graduate students. The authors present detailed,
physically motivated, derivations of cosmological and black hole processes in which curved
spacetime plays a key role. They explain how such processes in the rapidly expanding early
universe leave observable consequences today, and how in the context of evaporating black
holes, these processes uncover deep connections between gravitation and elementary
particles. The authors also lucidly describe many other aspects of free and interacting
quantized fields in curved spacetime.
The World According to Physics Sep 19 2021 Quantum physicist, New York Times bestselling
author, and BBC host Jim Al-Khalili offers a fascinating and illuminating look at what physics
reveals about the world Shining a light on the most profound insights revealed by modern
physics, Jim Al-Khalili invites us all to understand what this crucially important science tells us
about the universe and the nature of reality itself. Al-Khalili begins by introducing the
fundamental concepts of space, time, energy, and matter, and then describes the three pillars
of modern physics—quantum theory, relativity, and thermodynamics—showing how all three
must come together if we are ever to have a full understanding of reality. Using wonderful
examples and thought-provoking analogies, Al-Khalili illuminates the physics of the extreme
cosmic and quantum scales, the speculative frontiers of the field, and the physics that
underpins our everyday experiences and technologies, bringing the reader up to speed with
the biggest ideas in physics in just a few sittings. Physics is revealed as an intrepid human
quest for ever more foundational principles that accurately explain the natural world we see
around us, an undertaking guided by core values such as honesty and doubt. The knowledge
discovered by physics both empowers and humbles us, and still, physics continues to delve
valiantly into the unknown. Making even the most enigmatic scientific ideas accessible and
captivating, this deeply insightful book illuminates why physics matters to everyone and calls
one and all to share in the profound adventure of seeking truth in the world around us.
Neutrino Mass Nov 09 2020 Reviews the current state of knowledge of neutrino masses and
the related question of neutrino oscillations. After an overview of the theory of neutrino
masses and mixings, detailed accounts are given of the laboratory limits on neutrino masses,
astrophysical and cosmological constraints on those masses, experimental results on neutrino

oscillations, the theoretical interpretation of those results, and theoretical models of neutrino
masses and mixings. The book concludes with an examination of the potential of long-baseline
experiments. This is an essential reference text for workers in elementary-particle physics,
nuclear physics, and astrophysics.
Ethnomathematics Aug 19 2021 Presents the emerging field of ethnomathematics from a
critical perspective, challenging particular ways in which Eurocentrism permeates mathematics
education and mathematics in general.
What Is a Bird? Mar 02 2020 "There are some 10,000 bird species in existence today,
occupying every continent and virtually every habitat on Earth. The variety of bird species is
truly astounding, from the tiny bee hummingbird to the large flightless ostrich, making birds
one of the most diverse and successful animal groups on the planet. Taking you inside the
extraordinary world of birds, What Is a Bird? explores all aspects of these remarkable
creatures, providing an up-close look at their morphology, unique internal anatomy and
physiology, fascinating and varied behavior, and ecology. It features hundreds of color
illustrations and draws on a broad range of examples, from the familiar backyard sparrow to
the most exotic birds of paradise. A must-have book for birders and armchair naturalists, What
Is a Bird? is a celebration of the rich complexity of bird life"--Dust jacket.
Cosmology and Particle Astrophysics Oct 28 2019 Beginning with basic facts about the
observable universe, this book reviews the complete range of topics that make up a degree
course in cosmology and particle astrophysics. The book is self-contained - no specialised
knowledge is required on the part of the reader, apart from undergraduate math and physics.
This paperback edition targets students of physics, astrophysics and cosmology from
advanced undergraduate to early graduate level.
Losing the Nobel Prize: A Story of Cosmology, Ambition, and the Perils of Science's Highest
Honor Aug 31 2022 A Forbes, Physics Today, Science News, and Science Friday Best Science
Book Of 2018 The inside story of a quest to unlock one of cosmology’s biggest mysteries,
derailed by the lure of the Nobel Prize. What would it have been like to be an eyewitness to the
Big Bang? In 2014, astronomers wielding BICEP2, the most powerful cosmology telescope ever
made, revealed that they’d glimpsed the spark that ignited the Big Bang. Millions around the
world tuned in to the announcement broadcast live from Harvard University, immediately
igniting rumors of an imminent Nobel Prize. But had these cosmologists truly read the cosmic
prologue or, swept up in Nobel dreams, had they been deceived by a galactic mirage? In
Losing the Nobel Prize, cosmologist and inventor of the BICEP (Background Imaging of Cosmic
Extragalactic Polarization) experiment Brian Keating tells the inside story of BICEP2’s
mesmerizing discovery and the scientific drama that ensued. In an adventure story that spans
the globe from Rhode Island to the South Pole, from California to Chile, Keating takes us on a
personal journey of revelation and discovery, bringing to vivid life the highly competitive, takeno-prisoners, publish-or-perish world of modern science. Along the way, he provocatively
argues that the Nobel Prize, instead of advancing scientific progress, may actually hamper it,
encouraging speed and greed while punishing collaboration and bold innovation. In a
thoughtful reappraisal of the wishes of Alfred Nobel, Keating offers practical solutions for
reforming the prize, providing a vision of a scientific future in which cosmologists may, finally,
be able to see all the way back to the very beginning.
Something Incredibly Wonderful Happens Oct 09 2020 How do we reclaim our innate
enchantment with the world? And how can we turn our natural curiosity into a deep, abiding
love for knowledge? Frank Oppenheimer, the younger brother of the physicist J. Robert
Oppenheimer, was captivated by these questions, and used his own intellectual inquisitiveness
to found the Exploratorium, a powerfully influential museum of human awareness in San
Francisco, that encourages play, creativity, and discovery—all in the name of understanding. In
this elegant biography, K. C. Cole investigates the man behind the museum with sharp insight

and deep sympathy. The Oppenheimers were a family with great wealth and education, and
Frank, like his older brother, pursued a career in physics. But while Robert was unceasingly
ambitious, and eventually came to be known for his work on the atomic bomb, Frank’s path as
a scientist was much less conventional. His brief fling with the Communist Party cost him his
position at the University of Minnesota, and he subsequently spent a decade ranching in
Colorado before returning to teaching. Once back in the lab, however, Frank found himself
moved to create something to make the world meaningful after the bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. He was inspired by European science museums, and he developed a dream of
teaching Americans about science through participatory museums. Thus was born the magical
world of the Exploratorium, forever revolutionizing not only the way we experience museums,
but also science education for years to come. Cole has brought this charismatic and dynamic
figure to life with vibrant prose and rich insight into Oppenheimer as both a scientist and an
individual.
The Ocean Sunfishes Jul 18 2021 The Ocean Sunfishes: Evolution, Biology and Conservation is
the first book to gather into one comprehensive volume our fundamental knowledge of the
world-record holding, charismatic ocean behemoths in the family Molidae. From evolution and
phylogeny to biotoxins, biomechanics, parasites, husbandry and popular culture, it outlines
recent and future research from leading sunfish experts worldwide This synthesis includes
diet, foraging behavior, migration and fisheries bycatch and overhauls long-standing and
outdated perceptions. This book provides the essential go-to resource for both lay and
academic audiences alike and anyone interested in exploring one of the ocean’s most elusive
and captivating group of fishes.
Cosmoparticle Physics Dec 11 2020 Since the 1980s the cross-disciplinary, multidimensional
field of links between cosmology and particle physics has been widely recognised by theorists,
studying cosmology, particle and nuclear physics, gravity, as well as by astrophysicists,
astronomers, space physicists, experimental particle and nuclear physicists, mathematicians
and engineers. The relationship between cosmology and particle physics is now one of the
important topics of discussion at any scientific meeting both on astrophysics and high energy
physics. Cosmoparticle physics is the result of the mutual relationship between cosmology and
particle physics in their search for physical mechanisms of inflation, baryosynthesis,
nonbaryonic dark matter, and for fundamental unity of the natural forces underlying them. The
set of nontrivial links between cosmological consequences of particle models and the
astrophysical data on matter and radiation in the modern universe maintains
cosmoarcheology, testing self-consistently particular predictions of particle models on the
base of cosmological scenarios, following from them. Complex analysis of all the indirect
cosmological, astrophysical and microphysical phenomena makes cosmoparticle physics the
science of the world and renders quantitatively definite the correspondence between its microand macroscopic structure. This book outlines the principal ideas of the modern particle theory
and cosmology, their mutual relationship and the nontrivial correspondence of their physical
and astrophysical effects. Contents: The Hidden Sector of Particle TheoryThe Hidden
Parameters of the Modern CosmologyCosmoarcheology of the Very Early UniversePrimordial
Particles in the Period of Big Bang NucleosynthesisAntiprotons in the Universe After the Big
Bang NucleosynthesisNon-Equilibrium Effects as the Probe for New PhysicsThe New Physics
in the Large-Scale Structure FormationProbes for the Dark Matter ParticlesMirror World in the
UniverseCosmoparticle Physics of Horizontal Unification Readership: Astrophysicists,
astronomers, space physicists, mathematicians and engineers.
keywords:Cosmology;Elementary Particles;Inflation;Baryosynthesis;Dark
Matter;Antimatter;Primordial Black Holes;Neutrino;Axion;Quark-Lepton Families
Secrets of the Happy Soul Jan 30 2020 How do some people do it? They rise above the
circumstances and distractions of life and remain consistently happy. Even in tough times they

have a quiet sense of peace about them. Examining the Bible and her own life, Katie Orr has
discovered that deep happiness and satisfaction are only possible when we are rooted in God
and pursuing his good and specific purpose for each of us. Secrets of the Happy Soul is your
invitation into a deeper, more fruitful relationship with God and his Word. As Katie walks you
through key teachings from the book of Psalms, you will recognize how the world's definition
of happiness pales compared to the daily delights God has in store for you. Draw closer to him,
and your soul will go from lonely to connected, from overwhelmed to level and led, from
aimless to commissioned and unique. God doesn't promise a storm-free life, but he is the
anchor every happy soul needs.
The 4-Percent Universe Apr 26 2022 Meet the players in the most fundamental scientific
revolution since Copernicus The Facts of Matter It is one of the most disturbing aspects of our
universe: only four per cent of it consists of the matter that makes up every star, planet, and
every book. The rest is completely unknown. Acclaimed science writer Richard Panek tells the
story of the handful of scientists who have spent the past few decades on a quest to unlock the
secrets of “dark matter” and the even stranger substance called “dark energy”. These are
perhaps the greatest mysteries in science,and solving them will reshape our understanding of
the universe and our place in it. The stakes could not be higher. Panek’s fast-paced narrative,
filled with original, in-depth reporting and intimate, behind-the-scenes details, brings this epic
story to life for the very first time.
Time and Chance Jul 26 2019 This book is an attempt to get to the bottom of an acute and
perennial tension between our best scientific pictures of the fundamental physical structure of
the world and our everyday empirical experience of it. The trouble is about the direction of
time. The situation (very briefly) is that it is a consequence of almost every one of those
fundamental scientific pictures--and that it is at the same time radically at odds with our
common sense--that whatever can happen can just as naturally happen backwards. Albert
provides an unprecedentedly clear, lively, and systematic new account--in the context of a
Newtonian-Mechanical picture of the world--of the ultimate origins of the statistical regularities
we see around us, of the temporal irreversibility of the Second Law of Thermodynamics, of the
asymmetries in our epistemic access to the past and the future, and of our conviction that by
acting now we can affect the future but not the past. Then, in the final section of the book, he
generalizes the Newtonian picture to the quantum-mechanical case and (most interestingly)
suggests a very deep potential connection between the problem of the direction of time and
the quantum-mechanical measurement problem. The book aims to be both an original
contribution to the present scientific and philosophical understanding of these matters at the
most advanced level, and something in the nature of an elementary textbook on the subject
accessible to interested high-school students. Table of Contents: Preface 1. Time-Reversal
Invariance 2. Thermodynamics 3. Statistical Mechanics 4. The Reversibility Objections and the
Past-Hypothesis 5. The Scope of Thermodynamics 6. The Asymmetries of Knowledge and
Intervention 7. Quantum Mechanics Appendix: Gedankenexperiments with Heat Engines Index
Reviews of this book: The foundations of statistical mechanisms are often presented in
physics textbooks in a rather obscure and confused way. By challenging common ways of
thinking about this subject, Time and Chance can do quite a lot to improve this situation. --Jean
Bricmont, Science Albert is perfecting a style of foundational analysis that is uniquely his
own...It has a surgical precision...and it is ruthless with pretensions. The foundations of
thermodynamics is a topic that has accumulated a good deal of dead wood; this is a fire that
will burn and burn. --Simon W. Saunders, Oxford University As usual with Albert's work, the
exposition is brisk and to the point, and exceptionally clear...The book will be an extremely
valuable contribution to the literature on the subject of philosophical issues in
thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, a literature which has been thin on the ground but
is now growing as it deserves to. --Lawrence Sklar, University of Michigan

The Large Hadron Collider Nov 29 2019 As accessible as it is fascinating, The Large Hadron
Collider reveals the inner workings of this masterful achievement of technology, along with the
mind-blowing discoveries that will keep it at the center of the scientific frontier for the
foreseeable future.
Spychips Aug 07 2020 Big Brother gets up close and personal. Do you know about RFID (Radio
Frquency IDentification)? Well, you should, because in just a few short years, this explosive
new technology could tell marketers, criminals, and government snoops everything about you.
Welcome to the world of spychips, where tiny computer chips smaller than a grain of sand will
trace everyday objects?and even people?keeping tabs on everything you own and everywhere
you go. In this startling, eye-opening book, you'll learn how powerful corporations are planning
a future where: Strangers will be able to scan the contents of your purse or briefcase from
across a room. Stores will change prices as you approach-squeezing extra profits out of
bargain shoppers and the poor. The contents of your refrigerator and medicine cabinet will be
remotely monitored. Floors, doorways, ceiling tiles, and even picture frames will spy on
you?leaving virtually no place to hide. microchip implants will track your every move?and even
broadcast your conversations remotely or electroshock you if you step out of line. This is no
conspiracy theory. Hundreds of millions of dollars have already been invested in what global
corporations and the government are calling "the hottest new technology since the bar code."
Unless we stop it now, RFID could strip away our last shreds of privacy and usher in a
nightmare world of total surveillance?to keep us all on Big Brother's very short leash. What
critics are saying about Spychips, the book: Spychips "make[s] a stunningly powerful
argument against plans for RFID being mapped out by government agencies, retail and
manufacturing companies." ?Evan Schuman, CIO Insight "The privacy movement needs a
book. I nominate Spychips." ?Marc Rotenberg, EPIC "Brilliantly written; so scary and
depressing I want to put it down, so full of fascinating vignettes and facts that I can't put it
down." ?Author Claire Wolfe Spychips "makes a very persuasive case that some of America's
biggest companies want to embed tracking technology into virtually everything we own, and
then study our usage patterns 24 hours a day. It's a truly creepy book and well worth reading."
?Hiawatha Bray, Boston Globe "You REALLY want to read this book." ?Laissez Faire
The Trouble with Physics Jul 06 2020 The Trouble with Physics is a groundbreaking account of
the state of modern physics: of how we got from Einstein and Relativity through quantum
mechanics to the strange and bizarre predictions of string theory, full of unseen dimensions
and multiple universes. Lee Smolin not only provides a brilliant layman’s overview of current
research as we attempt to build a ‘theory of everything’, but also questions many of the
assumptions that lie behind string theory. In doing so, he describes some of the daring,
outlandish ideas that will propel research in years to come.
Transparent and Reproducible Social Science Research Jun 16 2021 Recently, social science
has had numerous episodes of influential research that was found invalid when placed under
rigorous scrutiny. The growing sense that many published results are potentially erroneous
has made those conducting social science research more determined to ensure the underlying
research is sound. Transparent and Reproducible Social Science Research is the first book to
summarize and synthesize new approaches to combat false positives and non-reproducible
findings in social science research, document the underlying problems in research practices,
and teach a new generation of students and scholars how to overcome them. Understanding
that social science research has real consequences for individuals when used by professionals
in public policy, health, law enforcement, and other fields, the book crystallizes new insights,
practices, and methods that help ensure greater research transparency, openness, and
reproducibility. Readers are guided through well-known problems and are encouraged to work
through new solutions and practices to improve the openness of their research. Created with
both experienced and novice researchers in mind, Transparent and Reproducible Social

Science Research serves as an indispensable resource for the production of high quality
social science research.
From Quantum to Cosmos May 04 2020
Oxygen Dec 23 2021 The remarkable scientific story of how Earth became an oxygenated
planet The air we breathe is twenty-one percent oxygen, an amount higher than on any other
known world. While we may take our air for granted, Earth was not always an oxygenated
planet. How did it become this way? Donald Canfield—one of the world's leading authorities on
geochemistry, earth history, and the early oceans—covers this vast history, emphasizing its
relationship to the evolution of life and the evolving chemistry of the Earth. Canfield guides
readers through the various lines of scientific evidence, considers some of the wrong turns
and dead ends along the way, and highlights the scientists and researchers who have made
key discoveries in the field. Showing how Earth’s atmosphere developed over time, Oxygen
takes readers on a remarkable journey through the history of the oxygenation of our planet.
Industrial-Strength Denial Jan 12 2021 How corporate denial harms our world and continues to
threaten our future. Corporations faced with proof that they are hurting people or the planet
have a long history of denying evidence, blaming victims, complaining of witch hunts, attacking
their critics’ motives, and otherwise rationalizing their harmful activities. Denial campaigns
have let corporations continue dangerous practices that cause widespread suffering, death,
and environmental destruction. And, by undermining social trust in science and government,
corporate denial has made it harder for our democracy to function. Barbara Freese, an
environmental attorney, confronted corporate denial years ago when cross-examining coal
industry witnesses who were disputing the science of climate change. She set out to discover
how far from reality corporate denial had led society in the past and what damage it had done.
Her resulting, deeply-researched book is an epic tour through eight campaigns of denial waged
by industries defending the slave trade, radium consumption, unsafe cars, leaded gasoline,
ozone-destroying chemicals, tobacco, the investment products that caused the financial crisis,
and the fossil fuels destabilizing our climate. Some of the denials are appalling (slave ships are
festive). Some are absurd (nicotine is not addictive). Some are dangerously comforting (natural
systems prevent ozone depletion). Together they reveal much about the group dynamics of
delusion and deception. Industrial-Strength Denial delves into the larger social dramas
surrounding these denials, including how people outside the industries fought back using
evidence and the tools of democracy. It also explores what it is about the corporation itself that
reliably promotes such denial, drawing on psychological research into how cognition and
morality are altered by tribalism, power, conflict, anonymity, social norms, market ideology, and
of course, money. Industrial-Strength Denial warns that the corporate form gives people
tremendous power to inadvertently cause harm while making it especially hard for them to
recognize and feel responsible for that harm.
The Cosmic Cocktail Nov 02 2022 The inside story of the epic quest to solve the mystery of
dark matter The ordinary atoms that make up the known universe—from our bodies and the air
we breathe to the planets and stars—constitute only 5 percent of all matter and energy in the
cosmos. The rest is known as dark matter and dark energy, because their precise identities are
unknown. The Cosmic Cocktail is the inside story of the epic quest to solve one of the most
compelling enigmas of modern science—what is the universe made of?—told by one of today's
foremost pioneers in the study of dark matter. Blending cutting-edge science with her own
behind-the-scenes insights as a leading researcher in the field, acclaimed theoretical physicist
Katherine Freese recounts the hunt for dark matter, from the discoveries of visionary scientists
like Fritz Zwicky—the Swiss astronomer who coined the term "dark matter" in 1933—to the
deluge of data today from underground laboratories, satellites in space, and the Large Hadron
Collider. Theorists contend that dark matter consists of fundamental particles known as
WIMPs, or weakly interacting massive particles. Billions of them pass through our bodies every

second without us even realizing it, yet their gravitational pull is capable of whirling stars and
gas at breakneck speeds around the centers of galaxies, and bending light from distant bright
objects. Freese describes the larger-than-life characters and clashing personalities behind the
race to identify these elusive particles. Many cosmologists believe we are on the verge of
solving the mystery. The Cosmic Cocktail provides the foundation needed to fully fathom this
epochal moment in humankind’s quest to understand the universe.
At the Edge of Time Jan 24 2022 At the edge of time -- A world of time and space -- A world
without a beginning? -- Glimpses of the big bang -- The universe and the accelerator -- The
origins of everything -- Hearts of darkness -- A beacon in the dark? -- Radically rethinking dark
matter -- A flash in time -- Endless worlds most beautiful -- Touching the edge of time.
An Introduction to Particle Dark Matter Oct 21 2021 What is the dark matter that fills the
Universe and binds together galaxies? How was it produced? What are its interactions and
particle properties? The paradigm of dark matter is one of the key developments at the
interface of cosmology and elementary particle physics. It is also one of the foundations of the
standard cosmological model. This book presents the state of the art in building and testing
particle models for dark matter. Each chapter gives an analysis of questions, research
directions, and methods within the field. More than 200 problems are included to challenge and
stimulate the reader's knowledge and provide guidance in the practical implementation of the
numerous "tools of the trade" presented. Appendices summarize the basics of cosmology and
particle physics needed for any quantitative understanding of particle models for dark matter.
This interdisciplinary textbook is essential reading for anyone interested in the microscopic
nature of dark matter as it manifests itself in particle physics experiments, cosmological
observations, and high-energy astrophysical phenomena: from graduate students and
advanced undergraduates to cosmologists and astrophysicists interested in particle models
for dark matter and particle physicists interested in early-universe cosmology and high-energy
astrophysics. Request Inspection Copy
The Telescope in the Ice May 28 2022 IceCube Observatory, a South Pole instrument making
the first actual observations of high-energy neutrinos, has been called the “weirdest” of the
seven wonders of modern astronomy by Scientific American. In The Telescope in the Ice, Mark
Bowen tells the amazing story of the people who built the instrument and the science involved.
Located near the U. S. Amundsen-Scott Research Station at the geographic South Pole,
IceCube is unlike most telescopes in that it is not designed to detect light. It employs a cubic
kilometer of diamond-clear ice, more than a mile beneath the surface, to detect an elementary
particle known as the neutrino. In 2010, it detected the first extraterrestrial high-energy
neutrinos and thus gave birth to a new field of astronomy. IceCube is also the largest particle
physics detector ever built. Its scientific goals span not only astrophysics and cosmology but
also pure particle physics. And since the neutrino is one of the strangest and least understood
of the known elementary particles, this is fertile ground. Neutrino physics is perhaps the most
active field in particle physics today, and IceCube is at the forefront. The Telescope in the Ice
is, ultimately, a book about people and the thrill of the chase: the struggle to understand the
neutrino and the pioneers and inventors of neutrino astronomy.
The Little Book of Black Holes Apr 14 2021 Dive into a mind-bending exploration of the physics
of black holes Black holes, predicted by Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity more than
a century ago, have long intrigued scientists and the public with their bizarre and fantastical
properties. Although Einstein understood that black holes were mathematical solutions to his
equations, he never accepted their physical reality—a viewpoint many shared. This all changed
in the 1960s and 1970s, when a deeper conceptual understanding of black holes developed just
as new observations revealed the existence of quasars and X-ray binary star systems, whose
mysterious properties could be explained by the presence of black holes. Black holes have
since been the subject of intense research—and the physics governing how they behave and

affect their surroundings is stranger and more mind-bending than any fiction. After introducing
the basics of the special and general theories of relativity, this book describes black holes both
as astrophysical objects and theoretical “laboratories” in which physicists can test their
understanding of gravitational, quantum, and thermal physics. From Schwarzschild black holes
to rotating and colliding black holes, and from gravitational radiation to Hawking radiation and
information loss, Steven Gubser and Frans Pretorius use creative thought experiments and
analogies to explain their subject accessibly. They also describe the decades-long quest to
observe the universe in gravitational waves, which recently resulted in the LIGO observatories’
detection of the distinctive gravitational wave “chirp” of two colliding black holes—the first
direct observation of black holes’ existence. The Little Book of Black Holes takes readers deep
into the mysterious heart of the subject, offering rare clarity of insight into the physics that
makes black holes simple yet destructive manifestations of geometric destiny.
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